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ABSTRACT
Python is a widely used programming language that powers impor-
tant application domains such as machine learning, data analysis,
and web applications. For many programs in these domains it is
consequential to analyze aspects like security and performance, and
with Python’s dynamic nature, it is crucial to be able to dynamically
analyze Python programs. However, existing tools and frameworks
do not provide the means to implement dynamic analyses easily
and practitioners resort to implementing an ad-hoc dynamic analy-
sis for their own use case. This work presents DynaPyt, the first
general-purpose framework for heavy-weight dynamic analysis of
Python programs. Compared to existing tools for other program-
ming languages, our framework provides a wider range of analysis
hooks arranged in a hierarchical structure, which allows developers
to concisely implement analyses. DynaPyt features selective instru-
mentation and execution modification as well. We evaluate our
framework on test suites of 9 popular open-source Python projects,
1,268,545 lines of code in total, and show that it, by and large, pre-
serves the semantics of the original execution. The running time of
DynaPyt is between 1.2x and 16x times the original execution time,
which is in line with similar frameworks designed for other lan-
guages, and 5.6%–88.6% faster than analyses using a built-in tracing
API offered by Python. We also implement multiple analyses, show
the simplicity of implementing them and some potential use cases
of DynaPyt. Among the analyses implemented are: an analysis to
detect a memory blow up in Pytorch programs, a taint analysis
to detect SQL injections, and an analysis to warn about a runtime
performance anti-pattern.

CCS CONCEPTS
•General and reference→Cross-computing tools and techniques; •
Software and its engineering → Software maintenance tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Python has evolved into one of the most important programming
languages. It is widely used across many application domains, e.g.,
machine learning, scientific computing, server-side web applica-
tions, game development, and natural language processing. In ad-
dition to serving as a language to develop glue code and scripts,
large-scale Python code bases are behind widely used websites and
apps used by billions of people. Moreover, highly popular frame-
works and libraries, such as pandas, numpy, Django, and Pytorch,
are implemented in Python. In 2019, Python has become the second-
most popular of all languages across code hosted at GitHub.1

The popularity of the language, combined with its dynamic lan-
guage features, such as the absence of statically declared types or
the ability to add and remove object attributes at runtime, make
Python a prime target for dynamic analysis. Indeed, several dynamic
analyses have been proposed, e.g., to detect bugs [36], to enforce
differential privacy [1], or to slice programs [6]. However, com-
pared to other popular dynamic languages, e.g., JavaScript, which
have seen a surge of dynamic analyses over the past few years [3],
dynamic analysis for Python has not yet become mainstream.

We argue that the sparsity of dynamic analyses for Python is,
at least partially, due to a lack of suitable frameworks to build on.
To ease the implementation of dynamic analyses, general-purpose
dynamic analysis frameworks have been created for other lan-
guages, e.g., Pin [18] and Valgrind [21] for native binaries, DiSL [20]
and RoadRunner [10] for Java, Jalangi [29] for JavaScript, and
Wasabi [17] for WebAssembly. These frameworks all share the
idea of providing to analysis developers an easy to implement in-
terface to observe events during a program’s execution, typically
in the form of callbacks or hooks an analysis implements. These
hooks are then invoked by the analysis framework during the pro-
gram’s execution, typically by instrumenting the program before
its execution. Yet, despite the importance of Python, there currently
is no such framework for Python, hindering the development of
dynamic analyses.

This paper presents DynaPyt, the first general-purpose dynamic
analysis framework for Python. From the perspective of an analysis
developer, the framework offers a set of hooks into specific kinds
of runtime events, such as function calls, writes of object attributes,
and control flow decisions. Given an analysis that implements some
of these hooks and a program to analyze, DynaPyt instruments the
program’s code via source-to-source transformation. The instru-
mentation code wraps the existing code with calls into the DynaPyt

1https://octoverse.github.com/#top-languages-over-the-years
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Table 1: Comparison of general-purpose dynamic analysis
frameworks.

Framework Target
language

Pay
per
use

Nb. of
hooks

Hierarchy
of hooks

Behavior
manipula-
tion

Jalangi2 JavaScript ✓ 28 ✗ ✓

Wasabi WebAssembly ✓ 23 ✗ ✗

sys.settrace Python ✗ 1 ✗ ✗

DynaPyt Python ✓ 97 ✓ ✓

runtime engine, which dispatches the runtime events to the corre-
sponding analysis hooks. By default, the instrumentation preserves
all behavior of the original program. However, DynaPyt also allows
analyses to manipulate the behavior, e.g., to modify the value that
gets written into an object attribute or to flip the outcome of a
control flow decision.

DynaPyt addresses several challenges that prior dynamic analy-
sis frameworks handle only partially or not at all. One of them is
the fact that there are many different runtime events of potential
interest. For example, there are nine kinds of memory accesses,
eleven different control flow events, and 15 kinds of binary opera-
tions. To enable an analysis writer to easily select events of interest,
DynaPyt arranges a total of 97 events into an event hierarchy and
allows the analysis writer to select events at an appropriate level
of abstraction. Another challenge is to impose as little overhead
as needed to perform a specific analysis. To this end, DynaPyt
follows a pay-per-use principle, which adds instrumentation code
only when needed to keep track of exactly those runtime events an
analysis is interested in. As a result, the runtime overhead imposed
by the framework scales with the complexity of the analysis.

To put DynaPyt’s contributions in perspective, Table 1 compares
existing dynamic analysis frameworks and our work. Jalangi [29]
and Wasabi [17] are two frameworks for other languages, which
have inspired our design. Both lack the event hierarchy that Dy-
naPyt offers, but instead offer only a “flat” set of 23 and 28 hooks
for analyses to implement, respectively. The only other technique
available for Python is sys.settrace, a built-in function offered by
the CPython implementation of the language. It allows for observ-
ing every executed opcode, but does not follow the pay-per-use
principle. Moreover, it focuses only on observing behavior, but in
contrast to DynaPyt lacks the ability to manipulate an execution.
We empirically compare with sys.settrace in Section 3 and provide
a detailed discussion of it in Section 4.

In addition to language-agnostic challenges, DynaPyt needs to
address unique challenges due to specific features of Python and
the characteristics of their semantics. For example, these challenges
include the way self and super() are resolved, which can easily
lead to undefined references in instrumentation code, constraints
on the order of imports, which must be considered when adding
imports of the DynaPyt runtime engine, and name mangling, which
implicitly modifies the names of “private” class attribute.

Our evaluation applies DynaPyt to 9 popular Python projects
and other real-world code. We show that the instrumentation does
not change the semantics of a program but is faithful to the original
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Figure 1: Overview of the DynaPyt’s framework.

execution. Evaluating the performance of the instrumented code,
we show that the pay-per-use principle leads to an overhead that
scales with the runtime events an analysis is interested in, and
that DynaPyt is significantly faster than sys.settrace. We also
implement several analyses on top of DynaPyt: a branch coverage
and a call graph analysis, which each take only a few lines of
code; a dynamic bug detector that identifies shape mismatches in
deep learning code; and a taint analysis that reveals real-world
vulnerabilities.

In summary, this paper contributes the following:
• The first general-purpose dynamic analysis framework for
Python.

• An event hierarchy that allows client analyses to register for
selected events of interest while adding runtime overhead
only for those events (“pay-per-use”).

• 6 client analyses that showcase the usefulness of DynaPyt.
• Empirical evidence that the framework allows for analyzing
real-world Python code, while preserving the original pro-
gram semantics and imposing overhead proportional to the
selected events of interest.

2 APPROACH
2.1 Overview
Figure 1 gives an overview of the DynaPyt framework. The ap-
proach consists of two phases: instrumentation and execution. In
the instrumentation phase, an instrumenter augments the original
source code with code to observe and manipulate the program’s
execution. The instrumented code calls instrumentation hooks, i.e.,
functions provided by the runtime engine of DynaPyt, to notify the
engine about specific runtime events. Besides the original code, the
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instrumenter also takes the analysis written by a user as an input,
to instrument only those parts of the code that are of interest to the
analysis. In addition to the instrumented code, the instrumenter
stores the original code and a JSON file with information on the
transformed code, both of which may be later used by the analysis.

In the execution phase, the dynamic analysis is performed along-
side the program’s execution. Whenever the instrumented code
notifies the runtime engine about a runtime event, the engine dis-
patches the event to the analysis. To this end, the engine calls
analysis hooks, i.e., API functions implemented by the analysis.
Whenever an analysis hook gets called, the analysis can observe,
and optionally also manipulate, the corresponding runtime behav-
ior.

The remainder of this section presents the analysis hooks (Sec-
tion 2.2), the instrumentation (Section 2.3), and the runtime engine
(Section 2.4) in detail.

2.2 Hierarchy of Runtime Events
2.2.1 Motivation. One of our key contributions is to arrange the
analysis hooks an analysis can implement into a hierarchy of run-
time events. The motivation for this event hierarchy is twofold.
First, it enables the analysis writer to precisely specify the run-
time events of interest. Previous frameworks provide a fixed set
of hooks at a fixed level of granularity, and the burden of match-
ing the framework to the analysis lies on the analysis writer. For
example, implementing an analysis interested only in for-loops in
Jalangi [29] requires to observe all control flow statements and to
check each for whether it is a for-loop. Second, precisely knowing
what runtime events an analysis cares about is a prerequisite for
limiting the analysis overhead to what is needed by the analysis.

2.2.2 Design. Instead of offering a fixed set of analysis hooks at
a fixed level of granularity, DynaPyt provides fine-grained hooks
in addition to multiple layers of abstraction that combine related
subsets of those hooks. The basic idea is to arrange the analysis
hooks into a hierarchy. The root of this hierarchy is a generic
“runtime event” hook that captures all events DynaPyt supports.
The leaves of the hierarchy are specific kinds of runtime events, such
as entering a for-loop, performing a bitwise left-shift operation, or
writing an object attribute. Figure 2 shows the complete hierarchy
of analysis hooks available to be implemented by an analysis. Hooks
that share their name with a keyword in Python are prepended by
an underscore (i.e. the analysis hook for raise is _raise). Overall,
there are 97 analysis hooks that cover different kinds of operations,
control flow events, memory accesses, and special events, such as
the beginning and end of the execution.

All analysis hooks, except begin_execution, end_execution, and
uncaught_exception, receive at least two parameters. The first pa-
rameter is the path to the original source code, and the second
parameter is an integer identifier that specifies the location of
the relevant code in the original source. In addition, each analy-
sis hook receives parameters specific to itself. For example, the
binary_operation hook receives the operator, the operands, and
the result of the operation. For analysis hooks higher up in the
hierarchy, the parameters are those relevant to all runtime events
captured by the hook. For example, the operation hook, which

runtime_event
begin_execution, end_execution
uncaught_exception
literal

integer, boolean, string, dictionary, ...(4 more)
operation

binary_operation
augmented_assign

bit_and_assign, add_assign, ...(11 more)
add, divide, bit_and, ...(12 more)

unary_operation
bit_invert, minus, not, plus

comparison
equal, greater_than, in, is_not, ...(6 more)

control_flow_event
conditional_control_flow

enter_while, exit_while, ...(4 more)
enter_control_flow

enter_if, enter_for, enter_while
exit_control_flow

exit_if, exit_for, exit_while
raise, enter_try, pre_call, continue, ...(6 more)
function_exit

function_exit, return, yield
memory_access

read
read_identifier, read_subscript, read_attribute

write, delete

Figure 2: Hierarchy of analysis hooks.

1 from collections import defaultdict
2 from .BaseAnalysis import BaseAnalysis
3

4 class BranchCoverage(BaseAnalysis):
5 def __init__(self):
6 self.branches = defaultdict(lambda: 0)
7

8 def enter_control_flow(self, f, iid, condition):
9 self.branches[(iid, condition)] += 1

Listing 1: Branch coverage analysis.

captures all binary operations, unary operations, and comparisons,
receives an operator argument and a list of operands.

2.2.3 Examples of Analyses. This hierarchy of analysis hooks al-
lows analysis writers to choose the exact subset of events they
are interested in, and to implement the analysis at an appropriate
abstraction level. For example, Listing 1 shows a branch cover-
age analysis implemented with DynaPyt in only nine lines. The
analysis imports and extends the BaseAnalysis class, and then im-
plements the enter_control_flow analysis hook, which is called on
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1 from .BaseAnalysis import BaseAnalysis
2

3 class KeyInListAnalysis(BaseAnalysis):
4 def __init__(self):
5 self.threshold = 100
6

7 def _in(self, f, iid, left, right, result):
8 if (isinstance(right, list) and
9 len(right) > self.threshold):
10 print('Performance warning')
11

12 def not_in(self, f, iid, left, right, result):
13 if (isinstance(right, list) and
14 len(right) > self.threshold):
15 print('Performance warning')

Listing 2: Analysis to detect the performance anti-pattern of
searching a key inside a long list.

1 from .BaseAnalysis import BaseAnalysis
2

3 class ManipulateExec(BaseAnalysis):
4 def enter_if(self, f, iid, cond_value):
5 if random() < 0.5:
6 return not cond_value
7

8 def write(self, f, iid, old_val, new_val):
9 if new_val == 23:
10 return 42

Listing 3: Analysis to detect the performance anti-pattern of
searching a key inside a long list.

any branch. Whenever a branching decision is made in the program
execution, the analysis updates its branches dictionary, which maps
the code location of the branch and the outcome of the branch-
ing decision to the number of times this combination has been
observed.

Listing 2 shows another example analysis. It detects instances
of a performance anti-pattern caused by searching a key in a list
instead of a dictionary or set2. The analysis uses only the _in hook,
which is invoked whenever the program checks whether a value is
an element of a data structure, e.g., when checking val in myList. If
the right-hand operand of in is larger than a threshold, the analysis
reports a warning about the inefficient operation.

As a third example, Listing 3 illustrates two ways of how an anal-
ysis can manipulate executions of a program. First, the enter_if

hook randomly flips the outcome of any conditional evaluated in
an if branch. Instead of randomly flipping conditionals, a more
sophisticated version of this analysis could systematically change
conditionals, e.g., to implement concolic execution [12, 30] or forced

2Inspired by https://docs.quantifiedcode.com/python-anti-patterns/performance/
using_key_in_list_to_check_if_key_is_contained_in_a_list.html

execution [16, 23]. Second, the write hook manipulates values writ-
ten into variables by replacing any value 23 with the value 42. A
more sophisticated version of this analysis could systematically
inject failures into a program or test robustness against adversarial
inputs.

2.3 Source-to-Source Instrumentation
In this section we describe the instrumentation performed of Dy-
naPyt, which wraps code fragments in the given source code into
calls to instrumentation hooks. We describe interesting aspects
of the instrumentation based on a relevant subset of the Python
language (Section 2.3.1) and a selection of transformation rules
(Section 2.3.2). These rules are applied by selectively rewriting
those parts of the AST of the code that are relevant for the analysis
(Section 2.3.3).

2.3.1 Grammar. While our implementation covers the full Python
language, we focus on a subset of Python, calledMini-Python, in the
paper. Figure 3 shows the grammar of Mini-Python, which covers
the basic features of the language and specific features that pose
interesting challenges for the instrumentation.

2.3.2 Code Transformation Rules. The instrumenter modifies state-
ments and expressions of the given source code through a series of
code transformation rules. Table 2 presents some of these transfor-
mation rules, with minor simplifications to ease the presentation.
Each rule injects one or more calls of instrumentation hooks, i.e.,
calls that inform the runtime engine about particular runtime events.
For example, Rule 1 adds a call of the _int_ instrumentation hook,
which notifies the runtime engine that an integer literal gets evalu-
ated. As another example, Rule 5 adds calls of two instrumentation
hooks related to for-in-loops: the _gen_ hook, which indicates that
a generator expression produces another value, and the _exit_for_

hook, which indicates that the loop has terminated.
All instrumentation hooks take at least two arguments. The first

argument is the path to the file with the original source code, which
is useful to extract the AST at runtime. The second argument speci-
fies the location of the instrumented statement or expression, called
instruction id or short iid, which is used to locate the appropriate
node of the AST at runtime. These two arguments are provided as
utilities for the implementation of analyses, and are not used by the
runtime engine. For a compact presentation, Table 2 shows these
two arguments as f and iid.

The following discusses in more detail some of the transforma-
tion rules and other specific language features that DynaPyt must
handle.

Delayed evaluation of expressions. Whenever an expression gets
evaluated in the program, DynaPyt wants to not only give an anal-
ysis the opportunity to observe this event, but also to modify the
result of the evaluation. To this end, the instrumentation wraps each
expression into a lambda function that, when invoked, evaluates
the expression and returns its result. Rule 2 shows a simple example,
where the original code reads the value referred to by a name, e.g.,
a local variable. The instrumented code replaces the name with
a call of the _read_ instrumentation hook, and passes a lambda
function into the hook, which reads and returns the name. The
runtime engine hence can decide when to evaluate the expression,

https://docs.quantifiedcode.com/python-anti-patterns/performance/using_key_in_list_to_check_if_key_is_contained_in_a_list.html
https://docs.quantifiedcode.com/python-anti-patterns/performance/using_key_in_list_to_check_if_key_is_contained_in_a_list.html
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Table 2: Examples of code transformations rules applied during instrumentation.

Id Original code Instrumented code Explanation

1 IntLiteral _int_(f, iid, IntLiteral ) Evaluating an integer literal. Similar for
other literals.

2 Name _read_(f, iid, lambda: Name ) Reading the value referred to by a name.

3 del Name _delete_(f, iid, [(locals() if "Name " in locals()

else globals(), " Name ")])
Deleting a variable. Checks if the variable
to be deleted is local or global, and then
passes the appropriate dictionary for dele-
tion.

4 del Expression . Name _delete_(f, iid, [( Expression , " Name ")]) Deleting an attribute. _delete_ takes a list
of tuples as the targets to delete for sup-
porting multiple delete targets.

5 for Name in Expression :

Statement+
for Name in _gen_(f, iid, Expression ):

Statement+
else:

_exit_for_(f, iid)

The _gen_ method yields the values gen-
erated by the Expression. It also calls the
_enter_for_ internally.

6 break if _break_(f, iid):

break

Wrapping into an if-statement allows the
analysis to modify the control flow deci-
sion.

7 Name0 ( Expression0 ,

Name1 = Expression1 )

_call_(f, iid, lambda: Name0 , [ Expression0 ], {"

Name1 ": Expression1 })

The arguments of a function call are split
into positional arguments, passed as a list,
and keyword arguments, passed in a dic-
tionary.

8 Expression0 and Expres-
sion1

_binary_op_(f, iid, lambda: Expression0 , 13,

lambda: Expression1 )

Binary expression. Each operator is
mapped to a number (13 for and).

1 class X:
2 a = 0
3 b = a+1

Listing 4: Example for special case of delayed evaluation
expressions.

and an analysis can overwrite the original result of the evaluation,
which will then be returned by _read_.

Accessing attribute names in class methods. Class methods in
Python can only access the attributes of an object instance if the
first argument of the method is the object instance itself, referred to
as self. Naively delaying accesses of object attributes using lambda
functions as described above would cause NameErrors. DynaPyt
avoids this problem by adding the names used in the lambda func-
tion as parameters with default values. Listing 4 shows an example
of this situation, where the binary operation on line 3 is trans-
formed to _bin_op_(f, iid, lambda a=a: a, 0, lambda: 1). The
instrumentation performs this transformation only for accesses of
names with class scope.

Resolving super. As illustrated by Rule 7, DynaPyt wraps func-
tion calls into the _call_ instrumentation hook and then performs
the call in the runtime engine. However, some functions do not

behave the same when called from a different call site. For exam-
ple, super(), which resolves to the parent class, would fail if called
inside the runtime engine. To remedy this problem, the instrumen-
tation add arguments to calls of super, turning the call into super(C,

self), where C is the enclosing class, and self is the object instance
itself.

Special functions. Other functions, e.g., exec, eval, local, and
global, would also behave abnormally if called from the runtime
engine. The reason is that these functions rely on the current stack
frame, which depend on the call site. For built-in functions, we
evaluate the function at the call site and pass the resulting value
to the runtime engine. Therefore, for these functions, the pre_call

hook is not called and only the post_call hook is executed.

The __future__ imports. Import statements in Python can appear
anywhere in the code. However, __future__ imports are an excep-
tion to this rule, as they can appear only at the top of the module,
before any other code. As DynaPyt’s instrumenter wraps the whole
file in a try statement to capture any uncaught exceptions, these
imports must be left outside of this try block.

Formatted strings. In Python, string literals that are preceded by f

can use expressions inside curly brackets, which will be evaluated to
string values at runtime. For example, f"{2+3} is 5"will evaluate to
"5 is 5". As formatted strings themselves are also expressions, or can
be part of more complex expressions, Python programs can have
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Program: Statement*
Statement: SimpleStmt | CompoundStmt
SimpleStmt: AssignmentStmt | DeleteStmt | BreakStmt |
ContinueStmt | ReturnStmt
CompoundStmt: IfStmt | ForInStmt | WhileStmt | TryStmt
| FunctionDefStmt
Expression: Literal | Call | Access | BinaryOp | UnaryOp |
ComparisonOp
AssignmentStmt: AssignTargets “=” Expression
Access: Name | Attribute | Subscript
AssignTargets: Access [“=” Access]*
Attribute: Expression “.” Name

Subscript: Expression “[” Slice [“,” Slice]* “]”
Literal: IntLiteral | FloatLiteral | ImaginaryLiteral |
StringLiteral | BooleanLiteral
DeleteStmt: “del” Access [“,” Access]*
Call: Access “(” [[Name “=”]? Expression]? [“,” [Name
“=”]? Expression]* “)”
BinaryOp: Expression BinaryOperator Expression
UnaryOp: UnaryOperator Expression
ComparisonOp: Expression [Comparator Expression]+
IfStmt: “if” Expression “:” Statement+
[“elif” Expression “:” Statement+]* [“else:” Statement+]?
ForInStmt: “for” Access “in” Expression “:” Statement+
[“else:” Statement+]?
WhileStmt: “while” Expression “:” Statement+ [“else:”
Statement+]?
BreakStmt: “break”
ContinueStmt: “continue”
FunctionDefStmt: “def” Name “(” [Name [“=” Literal]?]*
“):” DocString? Statement+
ReturnStmt: “return” Expression?
TryStmt: “try:” Statement+ “except” [Name [“as”
Name]?]? “:” Statement+ [“finally:” Statement+]?

Figure 3: Grammar of Mini-Python. Non-terminals are rep-
resented with the regular font, terminals in italic font, and
code tokens are show in “quotations and typeset font”

arbitrarily deeply nested formatted strings. However, there are only
two symbols to specify strings, namely single and double quotations.
Since some of our instrumentation depends on passing string literals
to the runtime engine, naively wrapping nested formatted strings
into instrumentation hooks would yield syntactically invalid code.
To avoid this problem, DynaPyt instruments only the expressions
on the first level of formatted strings and leaves nested formatted
strings uninstrumented.

Docstrings. Docstrings are string literals that appear at the top
of the body of a module, class, or function, and are used mostly for
documentation purposes. However, the docstrings are stored in the
__doc__ attribute of the corresponding module, class, or function
during runtime. Modules like doctest use the docstring attributes to
test functions. To avoid disrupting the functionality that depends
on these strings, DynaPyt’s instrumenter ignores these literal.

2.3.3 Selective Instrumentation. DynaPyt applies all code trans-
formation rules via AST-based code rewriting. The instrumenter
parses each source code file into an AST and then visits each node
in the order in which its tokens appear in the source code. Each
transformation rule applies to a specific kind of AST node, and
DynaPyt applies transformations upon leaving the node. Our im-
plementation is based on the LibCST library and its Transformer
class.3

Following the pay-per-use principle, an important property of
DynaPyt is to not necessarily instrument all AST nodes. Instead,
DynaPyt’s instrumenter first determines the set of instrumentation
hooks that are required for a given analysis based on the hierarchy
of analysis hooks. Then, it performs a selective instrumentation
of those instrumentation hooks. As we show in the evaluation, for
analyses that only trace a subset of all possible runtime events,
selective instrumentation has a significant impact on execution
time.

For example, recall the example analysis in Listing 1, which im-
plements only the enter_control_flow analysis hook for tracking
branches. Given this analysis, DynaPyt inserts instrumentation
hooks for keeping track if-statements, for-loops, and while-loops,
but none of the many other instrumentation hooks that the frame-
work supports.

Orthogonal to selectively instrumenting only those code frag-
ments that are relevant for the runtime events an analysis is in-
terested in, DynaPyt also supports instrumenting only parts of a
larger project. Users of DynaPyt can, e.g., instrument all files of
project, include or exclude the code of specific libraries, or instru-
ment only specific files of interest. Because the instrumentation
does not change the interfaces of modules, instrumented and non-
instrumented code are fully compatible.

2.3.4 Alternatives to Source-Level Instrumentation. As a potential
alternative to the source-level instrumentation performed by Dy-
naPyt, we also considered bytecode-level instrumentation, but ulti-
mately decided against it for two reasons. First, source-level analysis
allows for writing analyses on a higher level of abstraction. Each
of the API hooks offered by DynaPyt corresponds to a construct
in the Python programming language, whereas bytecode uses a
lower-level representation of values and operators that develop-
ers are less familiar with. Second, source-level instrumentation
makes DynaPyt independent of specific interpreters and compilers.
In contrast to other languages, e.g., Java bytecode or WebAssem-
bly, Python’s bytecode is not standardized. If we, e.g., built upon
CPython’s bytecode format, then DynaPyt would be incompatible
with other runtime environments, e.g., PyPy4, Jython5, or GraalPy6.

3https://libcst.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
4https://www.pypy.org/
5https://www.jython.org/
6https://www.graalvm.org/python/

https://libcst.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://www.pypy.org/
https://www.jython.org/
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2.4 Runtime Engine
DynaPyt’s runtime engine connects the instrumented source code
of the program with the actual analysis. Specifically, the engine has
three tasks. First, it performs those parts of the program behavior
that are replaced by calls to instrumentation hooks. For example,
binary operations are replaced by the _binary_op_ hook (see Rule 8
in Table 2), by passing the operands and operators to the runtime
engine, which then performs the binary operation at runtime.

Second, the runtime engine dispatches calls of instrumentation
hooks from the program to the analysis hooks implemented by
the analysis, and passes any values modified by the analysis back
to the program. DynaPyt analyses can implement any subset of
the analysis hooks in the hierarchy, even both an ancestor and
some descendants. This feature can be useful when implementing
a general behavior for a class of runtime events and adding an
exception for some of sub-events. In this case, the analysis can
implement the general behavior in the ancestor analysis hook, and
the exceptional behavior in the sub-event’s analysis hook. The
runtime engine first calls the analysis hooks closest to the root
of the hierarchy tree and then traverses towards the leaves. In
cases that the analysis modifies the execution, the modifications
by the lower-level hooks can overwrite the ones from the higher
levels in the hierarchy. For example, if an analysis wants to negate
all comparison operations, except for is and is not, then it can
implement the comparison hook to negate the result, and implement
the _is and is_not hooks to return the original result.

Third, the runtime engine serves as the main entry point of a
program analyzed with DynaPyt. When invoked, it initializes the
analysis and, if implemented, calls the begin_execution analysis
hook. It then executes the original entry point of the program
under analysis, and finally, if implemented, calls the end_execution

analysis hook.
In the following, we discuss some non-obvious aspects of the

runtime engine.

Logical operations. Logical and and or take two operands, but
the second operand might not be evaluated based on the value
of the first operand due to short-circuited evaluation. If the first
operand is true, the second operand of or is not evaluated. If the
first operand is false, the second operand of and is not evaluated. As
the evaluation of the operands is performed in the runtime engine,
it implements short-circuited evaluation as it would happen in the
original program.

Private name mangling. As any other evaluation of expressions,
accesses of object attributes are performed by the runtime engine.
Python provides “private”7 attributes of objects through specific
naming conventions of attributes. If an attribute name starts with
two underscores (__) and ends with fewer than two underscores,
then the attribute is stored by prepending the name of the class to
the attribute name. For example, if class X has a private attribute
__y, then the attribute will be stored under the name _X__y. Since
Python accesses object attributes using the name of the attribute as
a string, when requesting the attribute using getattr, the runtime
engine must prepend the class name to the attribute name. However,
because of inheritance, DynaPyt must search for the correct class

7The attributes are private by convention, but not truly protected from other accesses.

1 def get_private_attribute(base, attr):
2 parents = [type(base)]
3 while len(parents) > 0:
4 cur_par = parents.pop()
5 try:
6 cur_name = cur_par.__name__
7 cur_name = cur_name.lstrip('_')
8 val = getattr(base, '_'+cur_name+attr)
9 except AttributeError:
10 parents.extend(list(cur_par.__bases__))
11 else:
12 return val
13 raise AttributeError()

Listing 5: Resolution of private name mangling.

name, as shown in Listing 5. The algorithm starts from the class of
the object being accessed and moves up the class hierarchy until it
reaches the class that owns the private attribute.

3 EVALUATION
Our evaluation applies DynaPyt, and several example analyses
implemented on top of it, to 9 real-world Python projects with
total of 1,268,545 lines of code. We address the following research
questions:
RQ1 How efficient is DynaPyt when instrumenting source code?
RQ2 Does an instrumented program remain faithful to the seman-

tics of the original program?
RQ3 How complex is the implementation of analyses built on top

of the framework?
RQ4 What runtime overhead does DynaPyt impose when per-

forming an analysis?

3.1 Experimental Setup
Benchmark programs. To answer the above questions we need a

set of Python programs to analyze. We gather this set from popular
open-source Python onGitHub.We search for projects implemented
in Python and sort them by the number of their stars. Then, from the
top of the list we choose projects that cover different applications
domains. During the selection process, we keep only repositories
with test suites that can be run with the pytest framework. This
criteria is only for simplifying the evaluation by avoiding to deal
with different test execution scripts. As a case study for RQ4, we also
use an open-source Python project intended to show vulnerabilities.
The list of selected projects is available in Table 3.

Experimental environment. All experiments are run on a laptop
with an Intel Core i7-8565 CPU (8 cores ×1.8 GHz) and 16 GB of
RAM, running Ubuntu 20.04. We use Python 3.9.0, except for the
“anxolerd/dvpwa” project used in RQ4, which requires Python 3.6.

3.2 Efficiency of Instrumentation (RQ1)
The time it takes to instrument code can be a determining factor on
how often new code can be analyzed and howmany analyses can be
performed in a given time budget. We evaluate the efficiency of the
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Table 3: List of projects used for evaluation.

# Repository Application domain Instrument time (mm:ss) Python files Lines of Code

1 ansible/ansible Automation framework 06:59 2,188 176,173
2 django/django Web framework 14:07 3,603 318,602
3 keras-team/keras Deep learning framework 05:41 678 155,407
4 pandas-dev/pandas Data analysis library 12:32 2,727 358,195
5 psf/requests HTTP library 00:16 54 6,370
6 Textualize/rich Text tool 00:57 178 24,362
7 scikit-learn/scikit-learn Machine learning framework 06:52 1,419 180,185
8 scrapy/scrapy Web crawler 01:49 505 37,181
9 nvbn/thefuck Commandline tool 01:21 620 12,070

Table 4: Results from running the TraceAll analysis on the
test suites of projects in our dataset.

Passing tests

# # without instrumentation % after instrumentation

1 2,862 99.4%
2 191 98.4%
3 363 99.7%
4 136,898 99.8%
5 374 100.0%
6 545 99.6%
7 9,400 97.8%
8 1,841 99.6%
9 1,798 100.0%

instrumentation by measuring the time the instrumenter takes to
transform all Python files in a project for the TraceAll analysis. The
TraceAll analysis implements all possible hooks, hence forcing the
instrumenter to instrument all expressions and statements, which
makes it the most expensive instrumentation. Table 3 shows the
instrumentation time for each project, averaged over five runs. The
time taken ranges between a few seconds and several minutes,
depending on the size of the project. It is heavily correlated with
the number of files (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.96) and with
the number of lines of code (Pearson correlation coefficient 0.99).

In a regression analysis scenario, i.e., where a DynaPyt-based
analysis runs on updated versions of a program, the instrumenta-
tion time would be even less than reported in Table 3: Since Dy-
naPyt instruments files independently, source code modifications
do not need a full re-instrumentation, but only to re-instrument
the modified code.

3.3 Faithfulness to Original Execution (RQ2)
To test that our transformations and hook routines do not interfere
with the semantics of the original execution, we instrument and
run the TraceAll analysis on our set of open-source Python projects.
Table 4 shows how many tests we run per project, and how many
of them are still passing after the instrumentation.

Depending on the project, between 98% and 100% of all originally
passing test cases also pass after the instrumentation. Test failures

are mostly due to two reasons. One set of tests fail because they
use the execution stack and make assertions based on its content.
Because DynaPyt adds additional calls, such as switching to the
runtime engine and calling analysis hooks, the contents of the stack
are not as expected. The rest of test failures occur because of edge
cases not handled by DynaPyt. These issues are under investigation
to be fixed in future releases.

3.4 Analyses Written on Top of DynaPyt (RQ3)
As a general-purpose dynamic analysis framework, DynaPyt en-
ables the implementation of dynamic analyses for a wide range of
software engineering tasks. The following presents several analyses
we implement to illustrate the abilities of the framework, roughly
sorted by increasing complexity. Table 5 gives an overview of the
analyses.

BranchCoverage. This analysis, shown in full in Listing 1, counts
how many times each branch of a program is executed and how
often it leads to each of the two possible outcomes of the branch-
ing decision. Because the event hierarchy captures all branching
events under a single API hook, enter_control_flow, the analysis
only needs to implement this one hook. The results are stored in a
dictionary mapping a branch location and a condition value to the
number of times this event was observed.

CallGraph. This analysis creates a dynamic call graph. Nodes in
the graph are functions, and an edge indicates that one function
has been observed to call another function. The analysis can be
implemented with only the post_call analysis hook within a few
lines of code.

KeyInList. This analysis warns about a performance anti-pattern.
In Python, checking whether a key exists in a collection, e.g., a
list, dictionary, or set, is done using the in operator. Yet, the perfor-
mance of this operator depends on the structure of the collection.
Specifically, searching a key in a list is a linear operation, whereas
performing the same search in a set or a dictionary is sub-linear
and therefore more efficient.

Listing 6 shows an instance of this problem, which checks for
different query words whether these words are in a list d. Each
time the query in d expression gets evaluated, the entire list d gets
traversed. A more efficient variant of this example would compute
set(d) before entire the loop and then check if query is in this set.
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Table 5: Example analyses written on top of DynaPyt.

Name Description Analysis hooks LoC

BranchCoverage Measures how often each branch gets covered (Listing 1) 1 6
CallGraph Computes a dynamic call graph 1 19
KeyInList Warns about performance anti-pattern of linearly search through a list 2 10
MLMemory Warns about memory leak issues in deep learning code 4 29
SimpleTaint Taint analysis useful to, e.g., detect SQL injections 7 53
AllEvents Implements the runtime_event analysis hook to trace all events 1 4

1 # d is the list of words read from a large file
2 # queries is a list of words to check
3 for query in queries:
4 if query in d: # Slow
5 print(f'Found {query}')

Listing 6: A code piece showing the slow operation of looking
up a key in a list.

1 total_loss = 0
2 for i in range(10000):
3 optimizer.zero_grad()
4 output = model(input)
5 loss = criterion(output)
6 loss.backward()
7 optimizer.step()
8 total_loss += loss # Operation history is kept

Listing 7: A code piece showing a memory blow up problem
in PyTorch.

The KeyInList analysis warns about the inefficiency of searching
a long list for a key. Listing 2 shows the implementation of the
analysis, which implements two of DynaPyt’s analysis hooks. It is
worth noting that the in in Line 3 of Listing 6 does not trigger a
warning because the _in hook only tracks the comparison operator
in, but not for-in loops. Future work could implement checks for
a comprehensive suite of dynamically detectable programming
anti-patterns, in the spirit of existing techniques for other dynamic
languages [13, 14], with the KeyInList analysis as a starting point.

MLMemory. This analysis warns about amemory leakage in deep
learning implementations. In Pytorch, a popular machine learning
framework, computations on variables that require gradients keep a
history of the operations for gradient calculations. Therefore, such
operations should be avoided in loops, e.g., the training loop of a
neural model, to not fill up the memory with histories. Listing 7
shows an example that illustrates the problem, which we adapt
from the FAQ of the PyTorch documentation. The example adds
the loss to total_loss in 10,000 iterations. If the code keeps the
loss, e.g., to compute some statistics about the learning process,
the code will also keep the history of all operations that lead to it,
because the loss variable requires gradients by default. To avoid

this unnecessary memory blow-up, the code should access the loss
value without keeping its gradients, e.g., by writing total_loss +=

float(loss).
The MLMemory analysis, shown in Listing 8 tracks such oper-

ations and warns if they are used in a loop. More specifically, the
analysis tracks the propagation of requires_grad by implementing
the binary_operation and write hooks. The analysis checks if such
a propagation happens inside a loop more than a specific number of
times, using the enter_control_flow and exit_control_flow hooks.
If the threshold is exceeded, a warning gets reported. Implement-
ing this analysis in DynaPyt requires only 29 lines of code, which
implement four analysis hooks.

SimpleTaint. This analysis showcases the potential of DynaPyt
to detect vulnerabilities and check other security properties. We
implement a simple train analysis that tracks if data flows from a
specific source, e.g., a parameter given to a function, to a specific
sink, e.g., the argument of another function. The analysis uses seven
analysis hooks and is about 50 lines of code long.

To validate the taint analysis, we apply it to the “Damn Vulner-
able Python WebApp”8, a project that implements a Python web
application with multiple security vulnerabilities. One of these vul-
nerabilities is an SQL injection, which we try to detect using the
SimpleTaint analysis by configuring the source and sink appropri-
ately. The analysis detects the SQL injection as an invalid taint flow
and reports a warning.

TraceAll. This analysis, which is used in RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3,
implements all analysis hooks. It illustrates the extreme example
of an analysis that keeps track of all runtime events that happen
during an execution. Even though not directly useful for a specific
task, the TraceAll analysis provides an upper bound on the amount
of instrumentation code the framework may add and the runtime
overhead that gets imposed as a result.

As a proxy measure for the complexity of implementing the above
analyses, Table 5 shows the number of analysis hooks and the
number of lines of non-comment, non-empty lines of code per
analysis. All of them require at most a few dozens of lines of code,
illustrating that DynaPyt enables the development of a range of
dynamic analyses with little effort.

3.5 Runtime Overhead (RQ4)
We measure the runtime overhead of DynaPyt with three analyses.
The first analysis, TraceAll, is the most expensive one, because it

8https://github.com/anxolerd/dvpwa

https://github.com/anxolerd/dvpwa
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1 from collections import defaultdict
2 from .BaseAnalysis import BaseAnalysis
3

4 class MLMemoryAnalysis(BaseAnalysis):
5 def __init__(self) -> None:
6 super().__init__()
7 self.in_ctrl_flow = []
8 self.threshold = 3
9 self.memory_leak = defaultdict(lambda: 0)
10 self.last_opr = None
11

12 def enter_control_flow(self, dyn_ast, iid,
13 cond):
14 self.last_opr = None
15 if ((len(self.in_ctrl_flow) > 0) and
16 (self.in_ctrl_flow[-1] != iid)):
17 self.in_ctrl_flow.append(iid)
18

19 def exit_control_flow(self, dyn_ast, iid):
20 self.last_opr = None
21 self.in_ctrl_flow.pop()
22

23 def binary_operation(self, dyn_ast, iid, opr,
24 left, right, res):
25 if ((len(self.in_ctrl_flow) > 0) and
26 right.requires_grad):
27 self.last_opr = iid
28 else:
29 self.last_opr = None
30

31 def write(self, dyn_ast, iid, left, right):
32 if ((len(self.in_ctrl_flow) > 0) and
33 right.requires_grad and
34 (self.last_opr is not None)):
35 cur = (iid, self.in_ctrl_flow[-1])
36 self.memory_leak[cur] += 1
37 if (self.memory_leak[cur] >
38 self.threshold):
39 print('Memory issue detected')
40 exit(1)
41 self.last_opr = None

Listing 8: Analysis to detect a memory issue in PyTorch.

incurs the overhead of an instrument hook and at least one analysis
hook for each kind of runtime events supported by DynaPyt. The
second analysis is the BranchCoverage analysis that traces the
control flow entrances. This analysis only instruments the entry
points of control flow statements. The third analysis traces all
additions performed by a program, i.e., it instruments all binary +

operations. We include it as an example of a low-overhead analysis.
For each project and setting we report the average running time
over five runs.

Figure 4 shows the results, where each bar is the overhead fac-
tor relative to an uninstrumented execution. As expected for a

general-purpose framework aimed at heavyweight dynamic anal-
ysis, the overhead imposed by the TraceAll analysis is relatively
high, namely between 1.2× and 16×. In contrast, the two more
lightweight analysis, BranchCoverage and OnlyAdd, impose only a
moderate overhead, namely between 1.0× and 2.0×. In practice, the
overhead of an analysis, of course, depends not only on DynaPyt,
but also on what computations an analysis performs when reacting
to a particular runtime event.

Comparison with sys.settrace and other frameworks. To put
the overhead results in context, we directly compare with the
sys.settrace function offered by Python. To this end, we imple-
ment a simple analysis based on it that traces all executed op-
codes and maintains a list for executed code segments. As shown
in Figure 4, the analyses built with DynaPyt that track a subset
of all runtime events are much faster than sys.settrace: between
5.6%-88.6% faster, depending on the analysis hooks of interest and
project under analysis. For the TraceAll analysis, DynaPyt outper-
forms sys.settrace for some projects, and vice versa for some other
projects.

Even though a direct comparison with frameworks for other
languages is impossible, we mention some examples for an indi-
rect comparison. For an analysis equivalent to TraceAll, the Jalangi
framework for JavaScript imposes 26x overhead during record plus
30x overhead during replay [29]. Similarly, the RoadRunner frame-
work for Java byte code imposes an average overhead of 52xwithout
any analysis [10].

4 RELATEDWORK
Dynamic Analysis Frameworks. Several dynamic analysis frame-

works exist for languages other than Python. Jalangi [29] for Java-
Script and Wasabi [17] for WebAssembly have inspired some of our
design decisions, e.g., to perform source-to-source instrumentation
and to selectively instrument only those code locations relevant for
a specific analysis. Other related frameworks are DynamoRIO [4],
Pin [19], and Valgrind [21], which all target x86 binaries. In contrast
to them, DynaPyt instruments the source statically instead of at
runtime, which avoids the overhead of runtime instrumentation.
Two frameworks for Java are DiSL [20], which uses aspect-oriented
programming to weave analysis behavior into a program, and Road-
Runner [10], which specifically targets concurrency-related dy-
namic analyses. As also summarized in Table 1, DynaPyt stands out
by offering a much larger number of analysis hooks, which we orga-
nize into an event hierarchy, and by being the first general-purpose
dynamic analysis for Python.

Built-in System Tracing API. The closest existing approach for
Python is the sys.settrace function provided by the CPython im-
plementation of the language. The function allows for registering
a hook that gets called at one of three granularity levels: at every
executed Python opcode, at every executed line of code, or at every
function call and return. A dynamic analysis framework for Python
could, in principle, be built upon sys.settrace. However, that ap-
proach would lack the ability to track a finely selected subset of all
runtime events, whereas DynaPyt offers selective instrumentation
based on a fine-grained event hierarchy. Another option would be
to implement a dynamic analysis directly on top of sys.settrace,
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Figure 4: Overhead of analyses as a factor of the original running time.

as done, e.g., by Xu et al. [36]. We argue that writing an analysis
on top of DynaPyt is easier, as its analysis hooks match the level of
abstraction of the programming language, whereas opcode-level
and line-level hooks do not. It can also be faster to run an analy-
sis implemented with DynaPyt than with sys.settrace, if only a
subset of runtime event are of interest. Our experiments show that
DynaPyt analyses can be 5.6%-88.6% faster than sys.settrace ones.

ProgramAnalyses for Python. Given the dynamic nature of Python,
there currently are surprisingly few dynamic analyses for the lan-
guage. Noteworthy analyses include work to detect bugs [36], to
enforce differential privacy [1], or to slice programs [6]. Beyond
dynamic analysis, there is range of static analyses for Python, e.g.,
a lightweight analysis to find programming issues in test cases [34],
a type inference analysis [37], a constraint-based inconsistency
checker [5], a call graph analysis [27], an abstract interpretation-
based analysis to find runtime errors [11]. We attribute the relative
scarcity of dynamic analyses for Python, at least partially, to the so
far limited support for implementing them, which is the problem
addressed by DynaPyt.

Dynamic Analyses for Other Languages. Also beyond Python,
dynamic analysis is an effective means to address various prob-
lems related to software correctness, security, and performance,
especially for dynamically typed languages, where static analysis
tends to be more limited. Some analyses detect type-related prob-
lems [2, 25], concurrency bugs [9, 22, 28], and other common bug
patterns [14]. Others infer API usage protocols [24, 38] and input
grammars [15], or find optimization opportunities [32, 35]. Security-
oriented analyses include taint analysis [7], dynamic detectors of
similar functions [8], and binary-level security analyses [31]. Since
DynaPyt is a general-purpose dynamic analysis framework, we
envision it to enable a wide range of novel analyses to understand
and improve Python programs.

Studies of Python Software. Several studies of code written in
Python pinpoint problems that could be addressed through dynamic
analysis. A study of bugs in deep learning code [39] reports a need
for techniques to find and debug such bugs, e.g., by tracking how
incorrect values propagate through a learning pipeline. A study of
Jupyter notebooks, which are written in Python, shows that such

notebooks often contain code of poor quality [33], and pinpoint
a need for analysis tools targeting Jupyter notebooks. Another
study reports that security issues are common in small Python code
snippets shared between developers [26]. Our work provides a solid
basis for addressing these and other issues through appropriate
analyses.

5 CONCLUSION
This paper presents DynaPyt, the first general-purpose framework
for dynamically analyzing Python programs. This framework al-
lows developers to implement dynamic analyses with little effort
and at their desired abstraction level. Moreover, it enhances the ex-
ecution time of the analyses compared to built-in tracing methods.

Artifact Availability. DynaPyt is publicly available on GitHub at
https://github.com/sola-st/DynaPyt and as a Python package on
PyPi9. All evaluation scripts are available on the GitHub reposi-
tory. The projects used as code to analyze are open-source projects
available on GitHub.
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